Xdigitise is a software system for visualization of hybridization experiments giving the user facilities to analyze the corresponding images manually or automatically. Images of the high-density DNA arrays are displayed as well as the results of an external image analysis bundled with Xdigitise, e.g. the spot locations are marked and the duplicate correlations are shown by a color scale. Availability: Xdigitise can be downloaded from http:// www.molgen.mpg.de/∼xdigitise. Contact: wruck w@molgen.mpg.de
INTRODUCTION
Modern biological methods require high throughput information processing to cope with the dimensions of genetic structures. One way to maximize the number of experiments executed in parallel is to increase the density of the DNA spots in a given area. The density achieved in our gene expression and oligonucleotide fingerprinting experiments (Meier-Ewert et al., 1998) reaches up to 242 spots/cm 2 . Images are generated with laser scanners, either by scanning directly from glass slides or nylon filters carrying the spot arrays in the case of fluorescently labeled probes or from phosphor storage screens in the case of radioactively labeled probes. To monitor the image quality and the results of the image analysis it is indispensable to have a visualization of the hybridized array together with the analysis results. Xdigitise is a visualization software for arbitrary TIFF and HIPS images with powerful functions dedicated to support the DNA array analysis. . It is then a trivial operation to relate these co-ordinates to any other sample names the user may have. The blocks' coordinates are found automatically after clicking the corners of the array, see Figure 1 , and a dedicated window can be used to examine each individual block. We call the process of assigning the spot center coordinates to the nodes of the grid gridfind.
ENVIRONMENT

XDIGITISE FILE FORMAT
Xdigitise has an own file format called xdd used for saving image analysis specific data. The xdd file format is independent of the hardware architecture, i.e. xdd files can be used on platforms with different byte orderings. In this format the locations of the blocks and spots found in the gridfind phase can be stored as well as other data describing the array (e.g. spotting order, field order, plate order, quantification). Several tools exist to convert the xdd format to different formats and to extract specific information from it, e.g. xdd2crn can be used to extract the corners from an xdd file. A specification of the xdd format will be available upon request for academics.
REGISTRATION OF THE IMAGE GRID
A grid is assigned to the image by defining the corners of the DNA array and doing an automatic gridfind afterwards. The corners are defined by clicking on dedicated spots in the corner blocks. This method implicitely takes into account rotations and other projective mappings of the image grid. After this, one way to set the grid is to calculate the block locations by bilinear interpolation (Wollberg, 1988) using the number of blocks per row and column for the interpolation steps. The spot locations are determined by a further interpolation step starting at the block location and using the spot size which is known a priori. In this method, the scaling is included by dividing the rows and columns of the DNA array between the corner points into equal parts according to the number of blocks and spots. The other possibility is the automatic gridfind using the corner points and other algorithm-dependant parameters to find the nodes of the grid.
The algorithm of the gridfind bundled with Xdigitise is described in (Steinfath et al., 2001 ). Since Xdigitise is used to examine images interactively it only integrates the spot finding part of the software but not those parts that are used for batch processing as preprocessing, image rotation and automatic corner detection. The Xdigitise interface to the gridfind algorithm is well defined so that other external analysis programs can be integrated. The parameters required for the analysis can be adjusted in a dialogue window which is also used to start the analysis. The results of the analysis are displayed by marking the spot locations with circles or the block locations with squares, depending on the viewing mode. Clicking on a block opens a window, described above, showing a magnified block with circles around the spot locations found. The spots are numbered according to the spotting order which also can be set or changed in this window (see the user manual at the Xdigitise web site). Further configuration parameters of the DNA array can be entered in an easy to use dialogue. Duplicate pairs used for quality control can be highlighted in a dedicated color by selecting one member.
MANUAL SPOT CLASSIFICATION
Spots can be classified by manually assigning different intensity levels to them. First a grid must be laid over the DNA array. Often it is sufficient to use interpolation between the corner points, but-for more accurate resultsthe gridfind from the bundled analysis software can also be used. In either case, the grid can then be adjusted by moving the entire grid, or by shifting individual blocks. For the classification a block window is used which displays a single block in a magnified view. In this view eight intensity levels can be selected and assigned to a spot by clicking on it. The results are saved in the xdd file.
We have also used manual classification in cDNA fingerprinting projects where related clones in an array are identified and clustered (grouped). One clone from the cluster should hybridize to all the others. To check the calculated clusters randomly selected clones are hybridized against each cDNA library itself and bright spots are manually classified as positives. The set of these positives is compared to the calculated cluster. This is how quality control of the fingerprinting projects is performed. A detailed description is given in (Herwig, 2001) .
SPOT INTENSITY QUANTIFICATION
Spot intensity quantification and background handling are part of external software bundled with Xdigitise whose main purpose is visualization of this analysis. They can easily be changed by other algorithms using the same interface. The methods of the bundled software used are described in this section and in the following section. The spot intensity is calculated for a region (called window) whose size can be defined by the user in the image analysis dialogue. Around the spot centers found by the preceding gridfind algorithm the pixel intensities in the window with the user-defined size are collected. From the set of these intensities the user can choose the mean or the maximum value for the spot quantification.
BACKGROUND INTENSITY CALCULATION
The background intensity is determined for the area of every block. So from the set of all pixels inside the image we regard the subset P B of pixels inside a block B. From the set P B the pixels are collected which do not lie within the foreground spot area defined by the spot centers and their a priori known radius r. So the set S bg of background intensities of a block looks as follows:
Here I p is the intensity of pixel p, s is a pixel at a spot center position and d is the Euclidean distance between two pixels. The background intensity ξ of the block is determined as a p-quantile from the set S bg :
Here P(X <= ξ) is the probability that X <= ξ . We defined p = 0.5 which is the median but it can be adjusted to lower values when the background pixel region is perturbed by erroneous high pixel intensities, e.g. overshining of bright spots to neighbor background pixels.
BLOCK QUANTIFICATION
To check the results of the image analysis after the quantification phase the duplicate correlation of blocks (i.e. how well each duplicate of a spot-pair correlates to each other) can be calculated. These values can be visualized by Xdigitise using different colors assigned to the block borders corresponding to the block correlation value. Thus the user can identify erroneous blocks at a glance.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER VISUALIZATION SOFTWARE
Xdigitise can work with different analysis software-so depending on the software used it will yield different results. The coordinate output of arbitrary gridfind algorithms can be displayed in Xdigitise after converting it with the bundled tools to the xdd format or directly writing the output into xdd format. This feature does not hold for most other image analysis software because their file format for displaying the grid is not known.
Another difference is the operating system: Xdigitise runs on Tru64 UNIX/Linux while nearly all other programs such as AIDA, VisualGrid R and Scanalyze (see ScanAlyze User Manual by Michael Eisen, http://rana.lbl.gov/manuals/ScanAlyzeDoc.pdf) are written for Windows R * * . So Xdigitise can benefit from the performance of mostly fast UNIX computers and on the other hand from the free availability of Linux and the many software packages running on it. Scanalyze can handle images containing two color channels. Xdigitise was developed for gray scale images and can handle two colors only in two passes. Xdigitise performs well on large images while Scanalyze was written for analysis of DNA microarrays and has problems on large images, in particular, image operations like scrolling and stretching of the grid are slow.
The grid outline definition by the four corner points used in Xdigitise has the advantage that it incorporates rotations and other projective mappings of the grid. The grid can either be found by the bilinear interpolation or the bundled gridfinding as described above. Xdigitise facilitates a manual spot classification. In Scanalyze spots can be flagged, i.e. a number can be assigned to individual spots. Originally the purpose was to mark corrupt spots but this feature can also be used to classify them. In Scanalyze the user has to lay a rectangle from the top left corner to the bottom right and can modify this rectangular grid later on by rotating the whole grid and changing the angle between rows and columns. When this way the grid nodes have come close to the real spot positions the grid can be refined automatically.
Scanalyze delivers several parameters to compare the two color channels and evaluate foreground and background intensities. The foreground is calculated as R VisualGrid is a trademark of GPC Biotech AG. * * R Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. the mean of spot pixel intensities, the background as the mean or the median of pixel intensities in a predefined background radius. Quality parameters are fraction of pixels in the spot greater than the background and the likelihood that the spot pixel intensity distribution is drawn from the background distribution. In Xdigitise the foreground is calculated as the mean or maximum of spot pixel intensities, the background as the median or p-quantile of the background pixel intensities in a block. Quality control is done by the correlation of duplicate spots within a block that can be visualized by dedicated colors.
